Age-related regulation of dendritic endocytosis associated with altered clathrin dynamics.
The protein composition of the neuronal plasma membrane is regulated by clathrin-mediated endocytosis and changes drastically over the neuronal lifespan. Here, we utilize the transition out of the period of early postnatal growth as a model system to study age-related changes in endocytosis. Previously, we have found that the dynamic behavior of endocytic clathrin coats in dendrites changes during this period, and that clathrin coat lifetime increases in older neurons. In this study, we examine endocytosis in neuronal dendrites by measuring transferrin (Tf) uptake, and find that it is markedly reduced in older neurons in culture. This decrease was not due to a reduction in transferrin receptor protein levels, nor to a decrease in the expression of endocytic proteins. However, imaging of endocytosis in living dendrites demonstrated that cargo transport through clathrin-coated pits was slower during internalization. Thus, endocytic function in dendrites is altered in older neurons, suggesting that as neurons age, protein trafficking mechanisms are controlled to complement maturational requirements.